LUMINEERS

®

3-STEPS TO AN EMPOWERING
SMILE TRANSFORMATION.

Step 1
Understand the Lumineers® Trend.
Similar to how contact lenses enhance your sight, Lumineers® improve
your smile and whole life.

Half the thickness of
traditional veneers.
LUMINEERS®

ULTRA-THIN AT ABOUT 0.2 MM

CONTACT LENS

ALMOST AS THICK AS A SINGLE
CONTACT LENS

Lumineers® are ultra-thin shells (about as thick as a contact lens)
ALMOST AS THICK AS A SINGLE
of durable tooth-colored material that go CONTACT
over yourLENS
teeth to transform
your smile and increase attractiveness.
Lumineers® differ significantly from the traditional dental veneers you may
have heard of. Unlike veneers, these cosmetic enhancements are half the
thickness, are very practical, and are made of an extra-durable material
that is stronger than natural teeth and refracts light more naturally than
traditional veneers.
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Smile enhancements with Lumineers® are:

ATTRACTIVE

EASY

REVERSIBLE

Easily and quickly fixes
stained or gapped teeth.

No grinding down
your natural tooth!

Lumineers® treatment can
be undone if desired.

The Lumineers® trend has steadily become
more and more popular outside of Hollywood
because they:
 Mirror the strength and beauty
of natural teeth.
 Are completely removable.
 Are finished in only 2 visits!
 Are stain-resistant.

 Involve no pain, no needles,
no temporaries.
 Do not require drilling of
healthy tooth structure.
 Last for +20 years with good hygiene.

These conservative smile enhancements can adapt to every need and
budget. One of the biggest features people love about Lumineers® is that
they are completely reversible, causing zero damage to your existing tooth
structure. You can go back to your original smile at anytime!
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Who is a candidate for Lumineers®?
Everyone! Our patients range from college students and teenagers to
entrepreneurial young adults and busy mothers. That’s how easy it is to
invest in your self-empowerment with Lumineers®.
What about you? Would you benefit from looking and feeling more confident
at work and in personal relationships? Lumineers® can give you a quick and
easy confidence boost so you can stop hiding your smile, and start living your
life worry-free!
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Step 2
Define Your Smile Possibilities.
Perfect your
Hollywood smile!

Permanently brighten
your smile!

Close gaps and
reshape crooked teeth!

Actual Patient

Actual Patient

Actual Patient

1st Visit
On your first visit with your cosmetic dentist, you can
co-design your computer-generated personalized
Lumineers® smile.
2nd Visit
On your second visit (about a week later), your
meticulously designed smile is placed to match your
unique facial features—painlessly.

That’s it! A completely new-and-improved you in just 2 easy appointments!
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Step 3
Visit Your Favorite Smile Artist.
Many celebrities have transformed their smiles with Lumineers®, but you’d
never know because they look so naturally beautiful. The same can be
true of you!
Does it matter which dentist you choose?
Yes it does. Only a Certified Lumineers® Provider with an expertise
and passion for conservative dentistry can design a unique smile that
complements your eyes, lips, and skin tone perfectly.
Using advanced digital-imaging technology and precisely engineered
materials, our team will work with you to co-design the dream smile that
will empower your self-image and last for decades.

Could Lumineers® be your dream solution?
Schedule your complimentary smile consultation to find out!

(918) 712-0000
team@uticadental.com

SCHEDULE APPOINTMENT

